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Survey: Is equal pay for men and 
women for the same work a 

problem? 

Yes No

Men 2 14 16

Women 24 0 24

26 14 40

Clearly a Difference



Survey: Is equal pay for men and 
women for the same work a 

problem? 

Three fourths of the women said 
this was a problem; 

one half of the men agreed.



Survey: Is equal pay for men and 
women for the same work a 

problem? 

Yes No

Men 8 8 16

Women 18 6 24

26 14 40



Simulate the situation

Cards:  24 red cards for women
16 black cards for men

Deal out 14 cards and count the number of 
men (black cards)



Probability that 8 of the 14 were 
men

No. of men in 14 cards:
7 xx
8    xxx
9    xxxx
10   x
11 (In 2 sets of 14 cards, 
12 there were 7 men.)



Fundamental Concepts for Inference 
Distribution- shape, center and spread

Mean- MAD/standard deviation
Median- IQR

Probability – measure of chance outcomes
Experimental – long run relative frequency
Theoretical- downplayed

Randomness
Short run unpredictability
Long run stability

Simulation
Known behavior

Theoretical distributions
Normal, chi squared, binomial 



Modeling association

Bivariate Data: Scatterplots

Random Sampling

Statistical question- variation

Univariate Distributions

Long fun relative frequency
/Theoretical  

Probability models

Data summaries

Boxplots, histograms

InferenceStatistics and Probability:  
A Coherent Progression

Comparing distributions

Variability and sampling

Normal 
distributions

Summary measures

Categorical Data 2-way tables

Equally/unequally 
likely events

Common Core Progressions :Statistics and Probability, 2011



A Statistical Exploration

The total number of goals scored by all the teams 
in a tournament is 54. If the teams were fairly 
matched, they would have scored 6 goals each. 

12Adapted from Kader & Memer, 2008



A Statistical Exploration

The total number of goals scored by all the teams in a tournament 
is 54. If the teams were fairly matched, they would have scored 6 
goals each.

In the actual tournament one team scored 10 
goals, another scored 2, another 4 and no team 
scored 6 goals.  Make a distribution of the 
possible scores of the teams – given that you 
know the total number of goals scored by all the 
teams is 54.

13Adapted from Kader & Memer, 2008



Connecting to high school:

Transforming the concept of MAD to standard 
deviation

How would you find the standard deviation in 
the number of goals for teams with scores for the 
tournament of 2, 6, 8, 2, 8, 7, 3, 10?

14



§ Center:
§ Mean 

§fair share
§ balance point

§ Spread
§ Mean absolute deviation
§ Standard deviation

Measures of center & spread



Distributions- shape, center, spread
Probability
Randomness
Reasoning from samples---
Theoretical Distributions- normal, chi squared, 
binomial



Randomness is surprising
Which of the students randomly chosen to hand 

in their homework in a week would be surprised?

Building Concepts Statistics and Probability: Choosing Random Samples, 2016



Randomness- long run stability
What proportion of the chips in the bag are blue?

Building Concepts Statistics and Probability: What is Probability?, 2016



Suppose you toss a coin 10 times. How much 
variability would you expect to get in the 
number of heads?
If you toss the coin 20 times, will you have the 
same variability, more variability or less?
Come up with answers to these questions at 
your table



What is typical by chance??



Chi Square

Observed yes no
Men 8 8 16
Women 18 6 24

26 14 40

Expected yes no

Men 10 6 16

Women 16 8 24

26 14 40

(observed-
expected)2

expected

Sum



A CCSSM Challenge…

Changing role of statistics in the K-12 
curriculum
Moving from
“another year, another graph” curriculum

to
a curriculum that is focused on developing 
statistical thinking and the ability to 
communicate statistical ideas

Peck, 2013 T-Cubed International
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